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by Sandi Wiseheart

Beadwork Challenge Project, 
Apr/May 2007 

(materials supplied by Cindy Gimbrone)

Cindy Gimbrone calls her lampwork
spirals “The Spiral of Kronos.” There
are two different mythical beings
identified by a variation of this name:
Cronus, the Titan deity who ruled the
harvest, and Chronos, the Greek
personification of time. The glass
spiral thus evokes our own journeys
through time, fragile, yet strong; each
journey bears its own fruit, both
sweet and strange. I used silver wire
to wrap the spiral itself with crystal
fruits, and hung the bead from three
slender ribbons wrapped with moons,
more crystals, and silver spirals. This
necklace evolved over a period of
several weeks, as I added and removed
various elements until the piece “felt
right.” Just as a single step can
become a journey, a single bead can
grow into a piece rich with meaning.
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Spiral of Kronos

MATERIALS:
• 16 assorted 3mm crystal bicones

(colors shown: jet, topaz, light blue, light green)
• 2 silver moon charms, size 18 x 4 mm
• 1 15⁄8” spiral lampwork bead
• 4 large pewter spacers 
• 1 small 2mm silver daisy spacer
• 1 21⁄2” sterling silver head pin
• 3 jump rings, size 6mm
• Silver toggle clasp
• 22 or 24 gauge sterling silver wire, 

about 65” total 
• Assorted 17” lengths of navy, black, and yellow   

green ribbons, silk cords, suede cords, or similar 
materials, 3⁄16-3⁄8” wide

TOOLS:
• Round-nose pliers
• Wire cutters
• Chain-nose pliers
• Scissors

FINISHED SIZE:
• 17"

Step 3: Cut a 5” length of silver wire; wrap one end around
the #6 pin between the bottom spacer and the
base of the lampwork spiral. String several crystals
in random colors onto the wire. Carefully wrap the
wire around the spiral, following the shape of the
bead and placing crystals at intervals along the
center line of the lampwork bead. Wrap the end of
the wire around the head pin at the top between
the lampwork bead and the top spacer. Trim wire
flush. Set aside.

Step 4: Cut four 17” lengths of ribbon. (We used 1 length
each of 3⁄16” light green satin ribbon, 1⁄4” black
suede cord, 3⁄8” blue sheer ribbon, and 3⁄16” satin
cord.) Cut eleven 4” lengths of silver wire. Holding
the four lengths of ribbon together so that ends
match, and starting 1⁄4” from ends of ribbon, wrap
one 4” length of wire around all ribbons to secure.
Repeat until you have about 11⁄2” of wire left,
string a crystal onto the wire and make a wrapped
loop, bending the wire so that the crystal and
loop points towards the cut end of the ribbons.
Attach one end of the toggle clasp to the wrapped
loop using a jump ring. Use the chain-nose pliers
to gently secure the wire wraps onto the ribbons.
Repeat for other end of ribbons, using the other
half of the toggle clasp.

Step 5: Locate the center of the ribbons. Starting about 3⁄8”
away from the center of the ribbons, and using
another 4” length of wire, wrap the end of the wire
several times around the ribbons, working towards
the center. When you get to the middle of the
ribbons, string 1 crystal, the small daisy spacer, and
1 crystal onto the wire before continuing to make
more wraps around the ribbons.  Adjust the wire
wraps so that the crystals are aligned perpendicular
to the ribbons. Trim wire.

Step 1: Cut four 4” lengths of silver wire; use round-
nose pliers to create small, tight spirals
about 1⁄4” in diameter. Make a simple wire
loop at the top of each spiral; set aside.

Step 2: String 1 large pewter spacer, the lampwork
spiral, and 1 large pewter spacer onto the
large head pin; make a simple loop at the
top, leaving a small space at the top and
bottom of the lampwork bead. 
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Step 6: Using a jump ring, attach the simple loop at the
top of the lampwork spiral bead to the wire
wrapping just completed so that the spiral
hangs directly below the two crystals (see
photo).

Step 7: Beginning about 3⁄4” away from center wire
wraps, and using another 4” length of wire,
wrap end of wire several times around ribbon
until you reach the middle of the wire. String
on a crystal before continuing to make wraps
around the ribbons. Adjust the crystal so that
the hole is perpendicular to the ribbons. Attach
one of the wire spirals to the bottom of the
wire holding the crystal, so that the spiral
hangs directly beneath the crystal. Repeat on
opposite side.

Step 8: Beginning about 11⁄4” away from last wraps
made in Step 7, and using another 4” length of
wire, wrap end of wire several times around

ribbon, string 1 crystal, 1 large pewter spacer,
and 1 crystal. Adjust the wire so that crystals
are parallel to the ribbon. Skipping about 3⁄8” of
ribbon (the length of the crystal/spacer/crystal
trio), continue to wrap the wire several more
times around the ribbon; trim. Repeat on
opposite side of necklace.

Step 9: Beginning about 11⁄4” away from last wraps
made in Step 8, and using a 4” length of wire,
wrap end of wire a few times around ribbon,
string moon charm and continue to wrap wire
a few more times around ribbon. Trim ends of
wire. Repeat on opposite side of necklace.

Step 10: Beginning about  1” away from last wraps
made in Step 9, and using a 4” length of wire
repeat Step 7, omitting crystals.

Resources: Check with your local bead shop for these
materials. Lampwork spiral: Cindy Gimbrone Beads,
cindygimbronebeads.com.

SANDI WISEHEART lives in Colorado with her
husband, a dog, and four cats. Sparrow, one of the
cats, insists on personally supervising all bead
projects. 
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